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elf-storage has taken on a life of its
own through the past few years, and
this growth has definitely been
exciting.'New investors have taken an
interest in the industry and have
given storage veterans a run for their money.
However, there are those who fear the
flagrancy of developers, lenient decisions by
zoning boards and the belief that this
business is absolutely fail-proof will cause
problems for existing sites. While you can't
prevent future facilities from becoming your
neighbors, with hard work and persistence,
you can weather the storm of intense
compbtition and come out on tgp.
Jim Martin, owner of Martin Self Storage
in Wilmington, N.C., has noticed an incredible increase in the number of competing
storage facilities in his surrounding area.
Heavy competition has created challenges,
but with ingenuity and creativity, Martin has
made his business stand out from the rest.
Although he has only been in the storage
business for five years, Martin has such a
handle on the industry that he consults
others who are looking to enter into the
market. He has experience in construction,
(he owned a.construction company at the
age of 20) real estate development and
performing feasibility studies. His own
success in self-storage, however, is what he
feels qualifies him as an advisor. Martin

attributes his business' success to a combina-

tion of curb appeal, customer service,
professionalism and the overall design and
security of the properties.
However, knowledge of self-storage still
won't protect you from saturation and close
competition. Martin has experienced both
firsthand and has some advice about dealing
*'ith such situations.

Madcilig b of lltnost lmportance
Perhaps the most important aspect of

running

a self-storage business is understand-

ing the necessity for good marketing. People
often think that all one has to do is build a
facility, open the gates and the customers
will come. Nothing could be further from the
truth, according to Martin. "Self-storage
facilities are not hard to build or maintain,"
he says. "However, it is a challenge to get
people to come in. Marketing is a maior
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factor in this business, so you have to be committed to it in order to be successful."
Martin owns two storage properties in the
Wilmington area. Consolidating the advertising
expenses for each, he buys the first advertising spot
in the Yellow Pages and publicizes both facilities.
"Studies show that 80 percent of renters will rent
from the first facility they call," says Martin. "We
are the first ad in the Yellow Pages, and to maintain
that position, we also have to be the biggest ad."
Advertising gets expensive, but it is an investment
that continues to pay off, he confirms.
Martin's ad outlines the finer features of the
facilities, such as safety, security, climate-controlled
units and a free truck rental. These days it is the
extra products and services that distinguish a
facility, which is the number one priority for a
property in a saturated area. When someone builds
right down the street from you, your prices will
inevitably have to drop, says Martin. You will take
a cut in profits and you'll need to provide more
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amenities and services. Compensating for a loss in

rental rate revenue can be made up with such
secondary business opportunities such ai-truck
rental, moving supply sales and additional services.
People Make lfie

llifftrcnce

Hiring the right people has been another tactic that
has given Martin an edge on his competition. "I
hire salespeople," he explains. "With the high
turnover in renters, lthe employee's] job is more
centered around sales rather than security. I've
CONTINUED
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taken steps to ensure the safety of the
facility by investing in cameras and
security equipment so the employees
can concentrate on selling."
Having the right salespeople is key,
but Martin goes one step further by
hiring SkilCheck Services to call and
test the phone techniques of his
employees. "They're pretty hard on
them, but we still manage to do very
well on the scores," he comments. He
stresses to his employees the impor-
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tance of telephone service by discussing
it at monthly meetings.
Professionalism is high on Martin's
list of priorities, and his business has
been successful because of this. He
provides managers with shirts imprinted with the property name and
logo, and he keeps the office clean and
smoke-free. Martin has gone to great
lengths to make sure that his products,
services and buildings exceed customer
expectations.
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What is the most important aspect of any
Cate Access Control System?
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Crcating Space

The 40,430 square-foot facility Opened
in February of 1997 and has already
survived two severe hurricanes in the

nine-and-a-half months it took to
a true "do-it-yourselfer,"
was the builder, contractor and site
designer for the facility. Since then,
Martin has added 200 units to the
existing 382 units. He has already
owned and operated a storage facility
and had a list of things he wanted to do
differently with the property on South

build. Martin,

Kerr Ave.

With this site, Martin went bigger
with everything. He increased the alley
width by four feet, making it 24 feet
wide. The extra space makes it easier for
trucks to get through and for renters to
unload their things. Martin also
allotted more space for the manager
residence and office. He says it's easier
to attract quality employees when you
provide them with roomy residences
and an attractive, free-flowing office
space.

By expanding alleys and leaving
extra room for the office and residence,
you inevitably take away space from
potential units, but it will add to the

overall quality of the property. "I
bought nine acres for this site to make
sure I had enough space," Martin says.
"You just can't cut corners in this
business, although many people do.
Maintaining the building's integrity
strengthens the industry as a whole."
He has personally seen the results of
increased industry standards in newer
properties. "I've seen some really nice
facilities, some even nicer than mine,
which really surprised me because I
always thought I had the best thing
going," says Martin kiddingly. "I'm not
afraid to admit it though-there are
others that outdo mine."
Martin's business interests range
from ieal estate development to
investing in the stock market; however,
right now self-storage is his main focus.
He is open to the idea of building
'another
facility in the future, given the
right location. With two self-storage
facilities well established, he thinks he
might want to sit back and relax for a
while. "I'm not even close to retiring
though-I'm too young," exclaims
Martin. "Besides, what would I do all
day long?" 6'']l

